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1 IntrodutionLet us start by disussing L2-ohomology groups (see [17℄ for a useful over-view). Let M be a omplete Riemannian manifold. The redued L2-oho-mology group Hq(M), where L2 stands for "square integrable", is de�ned asZq=Bq, whereZq :=fu q-form of lass L2 with du = 0g (losed L2 q-forms)Bq :=fu q-form of lass L2 with u = dv(1.1) for some L2 (q � 1)-form vg (exat L2 q-forms)and where Bq is the L2-losure of Bq in Zq. If M is ompat, Bq is losedin Zq, i.e. Bq = Bq, and the L2-ohomology is the same as the ordinaryde Rham ohomology. In the ompat ase, in turn we have Hodge theoryrepresenting eah de Rham ohomology lass by a harmoni form. In thissense, L2-ohomology is the appropriate extension to the nonompat aseinasmuh as here every L2-ohomology lass an be represented by an L2-harmoni form, see [2℄. In the nonompat ase, Bq need not be losed in Zq,essentially beause the spetrum of the Laplaian need not have a positivelower bound, or equivalently, the Poinar�e inequality need not hold. Anexample is Eulidean spae. For hyperboli spaes, however, we do have suhinequalities, and onsequently Bq is losed. In any ase, however, in order tohave a uniform theory, one onsiders Bq in plae of Bq. Besides o�ering thepossibility to extend Hodge theory to the nonompat ase, there is another,probably more ompelling reason for onsidering L2-ohomology. Namely, itan be used to obtain topologial information about ompat quotients ofM , as we shall now explain, following Atiyah [2℄.Let � be a disrete oompat group of isometries ating freely on ournonompat manifold M . "Coompat" means that the quotient M=� isompat. As the ation of � is free,M=� thus is a ompat Riemannian man-ifold. As � ommutes with the Laplae operator, the Hilbert spaes Hq(M)of L2-harmoni q-forms on M are �-moduli. On the basis of onstrutionsin the theory of Von Neumann algebras, Atiyah de�nes real valued L2-Bettinumbers Bq�(M) := dim�Hq(M);(1.2)satisfying Poinar�e duality, i.e. Bq�(M) = BdimM�q� (M), and the orrespond-ing L2-Euler harateristi�(M;�) :=Xq (�1)qBq�(M):(1.3) 1



Atiyah shows that �(M;�) equals the ordinary Euler harateristi of M=�whih is an integer, and this is the basis of the relation between L2-ohomolo-gy of M and the topology of M=� alluded to above.More preisely, Hopf asked whether the sign of the setional urvaturedetermines the Euler harateristi of a ompat Riemannian manifold. Forexample, if M 2m is a ompat manifold of dimension 2m with negative se-tional urvature, one should have(�1)m�(M 2m) > 0:(1.4)Sine the sign of the setional urvature does not determine the sign of theGauss-Bonnet integrand (see Geroh [13℄), this annot be dedued from alge-brai onsiderations alone. Therefore, Dodziuk [10℄ and Singer [18℄ suggestedto use L2-ohomology to approah this problem as follows: ShowHq(M) = f0g for q 6= m(1.5){ whih implies Bq�(M) = 0 for q 6= m {and Hm(M) 6= f0g(1.6){ whih implies Bm� (M) 6= 0 beause Bp� 6= 0 an be seen to be equiva-lent to Hp(M) 6= f0g. However, Anderson [1℄ onstruted simply onnetedomplete negatively urved Riemannian manifolds on whih this does nothold, thus indiating a ertainly diÆulty with this approah. This diÆultymight be of a purely tehnial nature as Anderson's examples do not admitompat quotients. In a positive diretion, Donnelly-Xavier [12℄ showed that(1.5) holds provided the setional urvature of M satis�es a ertain nega-tive pinhing ondition, by using a ertain integral identity for L2-harmoniforms. However, as far as the Hopf problem is onerned, stronger resultsfollow from the loal analysis of the urvature tensor of Bourguignon-Karher[7℄. In the present paper, we take up the question of vanishing of L2 har-moni forms by using a general integral identity for p-forms with values ina vetor bundle based on the stress-energy tensor introdued by Baird-Eells[3℄ (all the material about the stress-energy tensor needed for our purposesis developed in the monograph [20℄). Our results are stronger than the onesof Donnelly-Xavier inasmuh as we need a pinhing ondition that is stritlyweaker than theirs, and, when applied to the Hopf problem, omparable tothose of Bourguignon-Karher.In order to put this paper into the proper perspetive, we should alsodisuss other ases where suh results are known. In the ase of K�ahler2



manifolds, the vanishing result (1.5) was shown independently by M. Stern[19℄ if the setional urvature is pinhed between any two negative numbersand more generally by Gromov [14℄ for so-alled K�ahler hyperboli mani-folds. Gromov was also able to show the nonvanishing result (1.6), thusompletely settling the Hopf problem in the K�ahler ase. Reently, Jost-Zuo[15℄ showed the vanishing result (1.5) in the K�ahler ase even for all metrisof nonpositive setional urvature. Finally, Borel [6℄ showed the vanishingtheorem for all symmetri spaes of nonompat type and rank 1, i.e. forthose symmetri spaes that have negative setional urvature. His analysisdepends on the deep work of Harish-Chandra. Here, we shall indiate a moreelementary approah to Borel's result by verifying that our pinhing ondi-tion is general enough to inlude most Hermitian symmetri spaes. It seemsthat our method ould be re�ned to handle all ases. On the other hand,vanishing of L2-Betti numbers for Hermitian symmetri spaes also followsfrom Gromov's work mentioned above. Our point thus is that we have amethod that does not need a K�ahler form. As a �nal appliation we alsoshow the vanishing of the L2-Betti numbers of a semi-simple Lie group G inthose ases where the orresponding symmetri spae G=K (K a maximalompat subgroup of G) satis�es our preeding assumptions. The point isthat our integral formula on G an be pushed down to G=K. The resultsan be onsidered as an L2-version of Matsushima's vanishing theorem forthe �rst Betti number [16℄.After this outline of the results, we should also disuss how our tehniquesrelate to the ones previously employed:The well known Bohner identity (see e.g. [20℄) omputes the Laplaian ofthe squared norm of a harmoni di�erential form as the square of the normof its derivative plus a urvature term. The integral of this Laplaian is zero,if we are on a ompat manifold or some suitable deay near in�nity permitsan appliation of Stokes' theorem, and so then is the sum of the integrals ofthe two other terms. The �rst one is positive, and if the urvature involvedis suh that the seond one is also positive or at least nonnegative, then bothof them have to vanish. This is the basis for Bohner's vanishing theoremfor the �rst Betti number of a ompat manifold of positive Rii urvature.If the Rii urvature is nonpositive suh an approah seems invalid at�rst glane. However, Matsushima [16℄ exploited the fat that one may usethe positive term to balane the other one in ertain situations so as tomake both of them still zero, and this is the basis of his vanishing theoremfor the �rst Betti number of a loally symmetri spae of nonompat typeand rank bigger than one. Suh a balaning strategy has been applied inthe L2-ase �rst by Donnelly-Xavier [12℄. They multiply the identity bysome smooth funtion and integrate by parts whih essentially onverts the3



urvature term into a term involving the Hessian of the funtion utilized. Intheir partiular appliation, they use the distane funtion from some point,and the urvature then reenters by applying a Hessian omparison theoremin order to estimate that Hessian through urvature terms. In a omplexsetting, the balaning method has been re�ned by Donnelly-Fe�erman [11℄.In our paper, we also use suh a balaning strategy as pioneered by Mat-sushima and integrate an identity involving a harmoni form against a fun-tion and invoke a Hessian omparison theorem as did Donnelly-Xavier. Ourapproah is more re�ned (and more powerful as onerns appliations as thelatter one), however. In the �rst plae, we do not use the standard identityof Bohner as a starting point, but rather a onservation law for harmoniforms as exhibited by the stress energy tensor disovered by Baird-Eells [3℄.Of ourse, when rewritten, the fat that the stress-energy tensor when ap-plied to a harmoni form is divergene free just beomes a rephrasing of thestandard identity for harmoni forms, and in this sense the formula employedearlier by Donnelly-Xavier [12℄ an be onsidered as a speial ase for theone utilized here (the latter is more general, however, as, for example, it analso be used to obtain results about harmoni maps with potential where theourring 1-form is not harmoni). The advantage of the stress energy tensoris that it guides us how to separate the diagonal and the o�-diagonal termsin the Hessian of the distane funtion in the most eÆient way. We workwith the squared distane funtion, but again our argument is more subtlethan the one in [12℄, as we need to balane integrals over balls of di�erentradii and shift the enter of the balls towards in�nity.Aknowledgements:The �rst author thanks the DFG for support through its Leibniz program.The seond author thanks the Max Plank Institute for Mathematis in theSienes in Leipzig for providing good working onditions during the prepa-ration of this paper, and also NNSFC and SFECC for support. We thankthe referee for some useful omments.2 Vanishing theorems for L2-Betti numbersfor negatively urved manifoldsLet M be a omplete simply onneted Riemannian manifold with nonpos-itive setional urvature. Let ! be a di�erential p-form with values in aRiemannian vetor bundle E over M . Its symmetri square !� ! is de�nedby ! � !(X; Y ) = hiX!; iY !i;4



where X; Y 2 �(TM); iX! is the inner produt of ! with the vetor �eld X.The stress-energy tensor is de�ned byS! := 12 j!j2g � ! � !;(2.1)where g is the Riemannian metri tensor of M . Take a ompat domainD �M whose boundary �D is a smooth hypersurfae inM . Let e1; : : : ; em bea loal orthonormal frame �eld along �D inM , suh that e1; : : : ; em 2 T (�D)and em = n 2 N(�D). The following integral identity then holds:(2.2) Z�D 12 j!j2hX; ni � 1 = ZD( divS!)(X) � 1+ ZDhS!;rXi � 1 + Z�DhiX!; in!i � 1;where X is a vetor �eld in D; rX an be viewed as 1-form with values inT �M de�ned by rX(ei)(ej) = hreiX; eji. If ! is harmoni, i.e. is losedand o-losed, divS! � 0. The derivation of (2.2) an be found in [20℄, pp.49-52.Theorem 2.1. Let M be a Cartan-Hadamard manifold of dimension m > 2whose setional urvature satis�es �a2 � K � 0 and whose Rii urvatureis bounded from above by �b2, where a; b are positive onstants. If b � 2 p a,then the L2-Betti numbers Bp�(M) and Bm�p� (M) vanish, provided p 6= m2 .Proof. Choose D = BR(x0), a geodesi ball of radius R with its enter inx0 2 M . Its boundary is a geodesi sphere SR(x0). The square of thedistane funtion r2 in M from any point x0 is smooth. Hene, X = r ��r is asmooth vetor �eld inM , where ��r denotes the unit radius vetor whih is theunit normal vetor �eld to the geodesi sphere SR(x0). For any L2-harmonip-form !, we have(2.3) Z�D 12 j!j2hX; ni � 1� Z�DhiX!; in!i � 1= ZSR(x0) 12Rj!j2 � 1� ZSR(x0)Rhi ��r!; i ��r!i � 1� 12R ZSR(x0) j!j2 � 1:On the other hand,r ��rX = ��r ; resX = rHess (r)(es; et)et;divX = 1 + rHess (r)(es; es);5



where fe�g = fes; ��rg is an orthonormal frame �eld in D. We agree that therange of the indies is as follows�; � = 1; : : : ; m; s; t = 1; : : : ; m� 1:We also use the summation onvention. Thereforeh! � !;rXi = ��i ��r!��2 + hies!; iet!irHess (r)(es; et):and hene(2.4) hS!;rXi = 12 j!j2(1 + rHess(r)(es; es))� ��i ��r!��2� hies!; iet!irHess(r)(es; et):Notingj!j2 = 1p!h!(e�1; : : : ; e�p); !(e�1 ; : : : ; e�p)i= 1p!h!( ��r ; es2 ; : : : ; esp); !( ��r ; es2; : : : ; esp)i+ 1p!h!(es1; : : : ; esp); !(es1; : : : ; esp)i=(p� 1)!p! Xs2<:::<sph!( ��r ; ei2 ; : : : ; eip); !( ��r ; ei2 ; : : : ; eip)i+ (p� 1)!p! Xs Xs2<:::<sph!(es; es2; : : : ; esp); !(es; es2; : : : ; esp)i=1phi ��r!; i ��r!i+ 1phies!; ies!i;(2.4) beomeshS!;rXi = 12p  ���i ��r!���2 +Xt hiet!; iet!i! 1 +Xs rHess (r)(es; es)!� ���i ��r!���2 �Xs;t rHess (r)(es; et)hies!; iet!i= 12pXs rHess (r)(es; es) + 12p � 1!���i ��r!���2(2.5) +Xs � 12p + 12pr�r� hies!; ies!i�Xs;t rHess (r)(es; et)hies!; iet!i:6



Sine M is a Cartan-Hadamard manifold with Rii urvature � �b2, wehave �r � b oth(br):(See, for example, Theorem 2.15 of [20℄.). We hoose the es as prinipalurvature diretions of SR(x0), in order to diagonalize Hess(r). Sine thesetional urvature satis�es �a2 � K � 0, the Hessian omparison theoremyields 1r Æst � Hess (r)(es; et) � a oth(ar)Æst:Hene(2.6) hS!;rXi � m� 2p2p ���i ��r!���2+Xs � 12p + 12p br oth(br)� ar oth ar� hies!; ies!i:Let H(r) = r oth r and K(r) = 12p + 12pH(br)�H(ar). We haveH(0) = limx!0x oth x = 1H 0(x) = (sinh x)(osh x)� xsinh2 x � 0and H 0(x) = 0 only when x = 0. Di�erentiating again givesH 00(x) = 2(x oth x� 1)sinh2 x � 0;and H 00(x) = 0 only when x = 0. Both H(x) and H 0(x) are nondereasingfuntions. Obviously, K(0) = 1�ppK 0(r) = b2pH 0(br)� aH 0(ar):Hene, in the ase of b � 2pa, K 0(r) � 0 and the equality ours if and onlyif r = 0. Therefore K(r) > 1� pp = �Æ1 ;and there exists r1(a; b; p) with K(r) > Æ2 > 0 if r � r1. We assumeÆ2 < m� 2p2p :7



Therefore, hS!;rXi � (�Æ1j!j2 for r < r1Æ2j!j2 for r � r1and for any R > r1 and any x0 2MZBR(x0)hS!;rXi � 1 � �Æ1 ZBr1 (x0) j!j2 + ZBR(x0)nBr1 (x0) Æ2j!j2= Æ2 ZBR(x0) j!j2 � (Æ1 + Æ2) ZBr1 (x0) j!j2:(2.7)If ! is of lass L2, ZM j!j2 � 1 =:  <1:If j!j2 6� 0, then  > 0. There exists r0, suh thatZMnBr0 (x0) j!j2 � 1 < Æ22(Æ1 + Æ2) :Take x 2M with dist (x; x0) � r0 + r1then ZBr1(x) j!j2 � 1 < ZMnBr0 (x0) j!j2 � 1 < Æ22(Æ1 + Æ2)(2.8)and for any R > r1, (2.7) and (2.8) implyZBR(x)hS!;rXi � Æ2 ZBR(x) j!j2 � Æ22 :Taking R suÆiently large, we haveZBR(x)hS!;rXi � 1 � Æ23 :(2.9)For an L2-harmoni p-form, d! = Æ! = 0, so divS! � 0. Thus, (2.2), (2.3)and (2.9) give ZSR(x) j!j2 � 1 � 2Æ23R8



and ZM j!j2 � 1 � Z 1R0 dR ZSR(x) j!j2 � 1� 23Æ2 Z 1R0 dRR =1:This is a ontradition. So  has to be zero, namely, ! � 0 in the asem > 2p. By the L2-Hodge theorem, then Hp(M) = 0. The same holds form < 2p by Poinar�e duality. q.e.d.Remark. If M is Eulidean spae Rm it is easily seen that (2.5) beomeshS!;rXi =m� 2p2p ����i ��r!���2 + hies!; ies!i�=m� 2p2 j!j2 :Then, the onlusion follows similarly.If p = 1 we an re�ne the result as follows.Theorem 2.2. Let M be as in Theorem 2.1. If m > 2 and b � p2a, thenB1�(M) = 0.Proof. By L2-Hodge theory it is only neessary to prove that any L2-har-momi 1-form ! vanishes. In this ase, (2.5) redues tohS!;rXi = 12Xs rHess (r)(es; es)� 12!���i ��r!���2+Xs (12 + 12Xt rHess (r)(et; et))hies!; ies!i(2.10) �Xs;t rHess (r)(es; et)hies!; iet!i:Choose a loal orthonormal frame �eld fesg near x in Sr(x0), suh thatHess (r) is diagonalized at x. By parallel translating along the radial geo-desis from x0 we have a loal orthonormal frame �eld in M . We have atx(2.11) hS!;rXi =  12Xs rHess (r)(es; es)� 12!���i ��r!���2+Xs  12 + 12Xt rHess (r)(et; et)� rHess (r)(es; es)! hies!; ies!i:9



First of all, by the Hessian omparison theorem12Xs rHess (r)(es; es)� 12 � m� 22 > 0:(2.12)To estimate the oeÆients of the seond term of (2.11) letAs =Xt Hess (r)(et; et)� 2Hess (r)(es; es):Sine r ��r Hess (r)(es; es) = hr ��rres ��r ; esi= �hR( ��r ; es) ��r ; esi+ hr[ ��r ;es℄ ��r ; esi= �hR( ��r ; es) ��r ; esi � hres ��r ;res ��r i;whih gives ddr (�r) = �Ri ( ��r ; ��r )� jHess (r)j2;we have for b � p2adAs(r)dr= (�Ri ( ��r ; ��r )� jHess (r)j2) + 2hR( ��r ; es) ��r ; esi+ 2hres ��r ;res ��r i� b2 � 2a2 + 2hres ��r ;res ��r i � jHess (r)j2� 2hres ��r ;res ��r i � jHess (r)j2= 2Xt Hess (r)(es; et) Hess (r)(es; et)�Xu;v Hess (r)(eu; ev) Hess (r)(eu; ev)= (Hess (r)(es; es))2 � Xu 6= sv 6= s Hess(r)(eu; ev) Hess(r)(eu; ev):
10



Noting that the setional urvature of M is nonpositive and eahHess (r)(et; et) � 1r > 0,dAs(r)dr � ( Hess (r)(es; es))2 � Xt6=s Hess (r)(et; et)!2=  Hess (r)(es; es)�Xt6=s Hess (r)(et; et)!�r(2.13) = �As(r)�r:Sine As(0) > 0 beause the dimension is at least 3, we may dedue from(2.13) that As(r) > 0 for all r > 0. Altogether, we onlude thathS!;rXi � onst. j!j2for a positive onstant, and the proof is ompleted as the one of Thm. 2.1.q.e.d.As for manifolds with setional urvature pinhed between two negative on-stants, we an improve a result in [12℄ as follows.Theorem 2.3. Let M be a omplete simply onneted Riemannian manifoldof dimension m with setional urvature �a2 � K � �b2, where a and b arepositive onstants. Then Bp� = 0 = Bm�p� (M), when p 6= m2 and b � 2p�1m�2a.Furthermore, let � be a disrete ompat subgroup of the isometries of M .Then the Euler harateristi satis�es(�1)m2 �(M=�) � 0;(2.14)provided ba � m�3m�2 and m is even.Proof. Noting that Hess (r)(es; et) an be viewed as the seond fundamentalform of the geodesi sphere of Sr(x0), the Hessian omparison theoremb oth(br)(g � dr 
 dr) � Hess (r) � a oth(ar)(g � dr 
 dr)(2.15)means that the prinipal urvatures of Sr(x0) lie in the interval[b oth(br); a oth(ar)℄. Choose a loal orthonormal frame �eld fesg inSr(x0),suh that eah es is a priniple diretion of x 2 Sr(x0) and Hess (r) is diagonalat x. So, (2.5) redues to(2.16) hS!;rXi =  12pXs r�r + 12p � 1!���i ��r!���2+Xs � 12p + 12pr�r � rHess (r)(es; es)� hies!; ies!i:11



Sine12p�r � Hess (r)(es; es) = 12pXt6=s Hess (r)(et; et)� (1� 12p) Hess (r)(es; es)� 12p(m� 2)k1 � (1� 12p)k2� 12p(m� 2)b oth(br)� (1� 12p)a oth(ar);where k1 and k2 denote the minimal and maximal prinipal urvature at theonerned point, (2.16) redues tohS!;rXi��m� 12p br oth(br) + 12p � 1� ���i ��r!���2+ � 12p + m� 22p br oth(br)� (1� 12p)ar oth(ar)�Xs hies!; ies!i�m� 2p2p ���i ��r!���2+ � 12p + �m� 22p b� (1� 12p)a� r oth(br)�Xs hies!; ies!i�Æj!j2for a ertain Æ > 0 in the ase of b � 2p�1m�2a and 2p < m. (The seond in-equality above holds true beause oth x is a noninreasing funtion.) Then,a similar argument as in the proofs of the preeding theorems leads to ! � 0for any L2-harmoni p-form ! when p 6= m2 . This proves the �rst part ofthe theorem. The seond part follows from the Atiyah L2-index theorem [2℄implying �(M=�) =X(�1)iBi�(M): q.e.d.Remark. In the present notation, the vanishing ondition for L2-Betti num-bers in [12℄ is b � 2pm�1a, whih is more restritive than that of Theorem 2.3.Furthermore, the ondition for (2.14) is omparable to that of [7℄ and betterthan the latter when m � 6.When m = 4 and �1 � K � �14 , Theorem 2.3 yields B1� = 0. It seemsthat the Dodziuk-Singer onjeture might be true under suh a negative 14 -pinhing ondition. 12



3 Symmetri spaes of nonompat typeThe following example may be instrutive for understanding those parts ofthe geometry of symmetri spaes that are relevant for our analysis.Let Rm+nn be an (m+ n)-dimensional pseudo-Eulidean spae of index n,namely the vetor spae Rm+n endowed with the metrids2 = (dx1)2 + : : :+ (dxm)2 � (dxm+1)2 � : : :� (dxm+n)2:The set of all m-dimensional spae-like subspaes onstitutes the pseudo-Grassmannian manifold Gnm;n whih is the irreduible symmetri spaeSO(m;n)=SO(m)� SO(n).Let fei; e�g (i; j = 1; : : : ; m;�; � = m+1; : : : ; m+n; a; b = 1; : : : ; m+ n)be a loal Lorentzian orthonormal frame �eld in Rm+nn . Let f!i; !�g be itsdual frame �eld, so that the metri g = Pi !2i �P� !2�. The Lorentzianonnetion forms !ab of Rm+nn are uniquely determined by the equationsd!i = !ij ^ !j � !i� ^ !�;d!� = !�j ^ !j � !�� ^ !�;d!ab = "!a ^ !b;!ab + !ba = 0;(3.1)where "i = 1, "� = �1. The anonial metri on Gnm;n is given byds2 =Xi;� (!�i)2:(3.2)From (3.1) and (3.2) it is easily seen that its urvature tensor isR�i �j k Æl = �Æ��ÆÆÆikÆjl � Æ�Æ�ÆÆijÆkl + Æ��ÆÆÆilÆkj + Æ�ÆÆ�ÆijÆkl;(3.3)and the Rii tensor isR�jÆl = �(m + n� 2)Æ�ÆÆjl:(3.4)We thus obtain an Einstein manifold with Rii urvature �(m + n � 2).From (3.3) one an show that the range of the setional urvature is [-2, 0℄.Therefore, in this ase, by Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, when m+n � 6the �rst L2-Betti number is zero. When m + n � 8p2 + 2; p � 2 the p-thL2-Betti number is zero.When n = 2, G2m;2 belongs to the fourth type of bounded symmetridomains. 13



Remark. For the symmetri spaes Sp (m;n)= Sp (m)� Sp (n) we an obtaina similar result.The bounded symmetri domains were lassi�ed by E. Cartan. There arealtogether 6 types, 4 lassial types and two exeptional types.To prove vanishing theorems for ompat quotients of bounded symmetridomains, Calabi-Vesentini [8℄ de�ned a self-adjoint linear transformation Qas follows. Choose a loal orthogonal Hermitian frame �eld fe��e�g in aK�ahler manifold M , where e� 2 T 1;0M . De�neQ(���) = R ��Æ �����; ��� = ���;(3.5)where R ��Æ �� are omponents of the Riemannian urvature tensor of theK�ahler metri in M . It is a linear self-adjoint tranformation on symmet-ri tensors. All the eigenvalues of Q are real numbers. Calabi-Vesentinialulated all eigenvalues for the four lassial types and A. Borel alulatedthose for the two exeptional types [5℄. Let �1 be the minimum eigenvalue ofQ. Suppose Z = ��e�;P� j��j2 = 1. Any holomorphi setional urvaturehR(Z; �Z)Z; �Zi = R����Æ������ ��Æ= hQ(���Æ); ���i� �1X j��j2X j��j2 = �1:For a K�ahler manifold with nonpositive setional urvature [4℄, the lowerbound of the setional urvature is attained on some holomorphi 2-plane.Hene, from table 1 in [8℄, we haveTable 3.1:Type dimR Se. Curvature Ri. CurvatureInm (min(m;n) � 2) 2mn �2 � K � 0 �(m + n)IIm (m � 3) m(m� 1) �2 � K � 0 �2(m� 1)IIIm (m � 2) m(m + 1) �4 � K � 0 �2(m + 1)IVm (m � 2) 2m �2 � K � 0 �mV 32 �1 � K � 0 �6V I 54 �1 � K � 0 �9Remark. For lassial bounded domains one an also use the moving framemethod to alulate their urvature tensors, as desribed at the beginning ofthis setion. Note that the urvature table for lassial bounded domains in[[20℄, x 2.4℄ uses a di�erent normalization.Using the theorems of the last setion and the above table we an list theresult as follows. 14



Table 3.2:Type B1� = 0 Bp� = 0;p � 2Inm m+ n � 4 m + n � 8p2IIm m � 3 m � 4p2 + 1IIIm m � 3 m � 8p2 � 1IVm m � 4 m � 8p2V O.KVI O.K4 L2-Betti numbers of semi-simple Lie groupsLet G be a semi-simple Lie group, all of whose simple fators are non-ompat. Let be its Lie algebra of all left invariant vetor �elds on Gand K � G the Lie subgroup of G whose image in the adjoint group adG is a maximal ompat subgroup of ad G. Let be the subalgebra oforresponding to K and the orthogonal omplement of in with respetto the killing form B(X; Y ) of . Then= + ; [ ; ℄ � ; [ ; ℄ � ; [ ; ℄ � :(4.1)It is known that the restrition of B to (resp. ) de�nes a positive (resp.negative) de�nite bilinear form on (resp. ). Hene we an hoose a basefX; : : : ; Xrg of and a base fXr+1; : : : ; Xng of withB(Xi; Xj) = Æij;(4.2) B(X�; X�) = �Æ�� ;here and in the sequel we employ the following range of indies1 � i; j; k; : : : � rr + 1 � �; �; ; : : : � n1 � a; b; ; : : : � n:Let [Xa; Xb℄ = abX:By (4.1), among the struture onstants ab, only ��, �ij, ij�, i�j an be6= 0.Let B(X; Y ) be the Killing form of . It is de�ned byBab = B(Xa; Xb) = trae ( adXa adXb) = faeebf :(4.3) 15



Multiplying the Jaobi identityeabfe + eafbe + ebfae = 0by df and summing over the index f , we havedfeabfe + edfeafbe + dfebfae = �eabBde + dfeafbe + dfebfae = 0:Denoting eabBde = dab;(4.4)we have dab = dfeafbe + dfebfae= fdefaeb + dfebfae= eb(fdefa + dffae);whih is anti-symmetri in a; d. Hene ab is anti-symmetri in all indies.(4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) giveX�;k �ik�jk = 12Æij(4.5)and Xi;j i�ji�j +X;Æ �Æ�Æ = Æ��:(4.6)Now let f!ag be invariant forms dual to fXag. We have the Maurer-Cartanequations d!a = �12abe!b ^ !:(4.7)We de�ne the Riemannian metri ds2 on G byds2 =X(!a)2:(4.8)Let ! be a harmoni 1-form and! = si!i + s�!�:(4.9)From Setion 3 in [16℄, we know that the s� are onstant.16



We reall that we assume that ! is an L2-harmoni 1-form. Sinej!j2 =Xi s2i +X� s2�;eah onstant s should be zero. Furthermore,XX s2i = 2siXsi= 2si(Xis + kisk)= 2kisisk = 2kisisk = 0;noting that the ab are anti-symmetri in all indies.In summary, we have shown that! = si!iand j!j2 =Xi s2ionly depends on G=K.There exists a G invariant metri on G=K, suh that the quotient map� : G �! G=K is a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesi �bers. Inthis terminology, any L2 1-form on G is a horizontal form and j!j2 an beonsidered as a funtion on G=K.Take any unit vetor �eld n in G=K and any funtion b in G=K. Wehave the horizontal lift X of bn. X is the normal vetor �eld of the �bersubmanifold whose length is onstant along the �bers. Choose an orthonor-mal frame �eld f�eig in G=K, and all its horizontal lift feig. fe�g is anorthonormal frame on the �ber. Thus, fei; e�g is an orthonormal frame �eldon G. Therefore hre�X; e�i is a multiple of the mean urvature with respetto the normal diretion n. It is zero sine the �bers are totally geodesi.divX an be omputed in the base manifold G=K. Sine ! is horizontal,h! � !;rXi = sisjhreiX; eji:hreiX; eji also desends to G=K. HenehS!;rXi = 12 j!j2 divX � h! � !;rXian be omputed in G=K, provided X is of the above type.We are now in a position to prove the following result.17



Theorem 4.1. Let G be a simple non-ompat Lie group with enter reduedto feg, and K its maximal ompat subgroup. Suppose that the enter of Kis not �nite. Then B1�(G) = 0, provided the dimension of G=K satis�es theorresponding onditions in Table 3.2.Proof. Choose �D = �BR(x0), a geodesi ball in G=K of radius R with enterin x0 2 G=K. Its boundary is a geodesi sphere SR(x0) in G=K. LetD = ��1( �D) � G. �D is ompat sine K is ompat. Let �X = r ��r ,whih is a smooth vetor �eld in G=K. Let X be the horizontal lift of �X.Sine the �ber submanifold is orthogonal to the horizontal vetor �eld, Xis also a normal vetor �eld on �D. Its length is equal to r. Thus, for anyL2-harmoni 1-form !, we also have(4.10) Z�D 12 j!j2hX; ni � 1� Z�DhiX!; in!i � 1= Z�D 12Rj!j2 � 1� Z�D Rhi ��r!; i ��r!i � 12R Z�D j!j2 � 1:From the previous disussion of this setion, hS!;rXi an be omputed inthe base manifold G=K. On the other hand, G=K is a bounded symmetridomain and hene satis�es a urvature pinhing ondition. By the proof ofTheorem 2.2, if j!j 6� 0, then there exist R0 > 0 and  > 0, suh that forR > R0 and D = ��1(BR(x0)),ZDhS!;rXi � 1 � :(4.11)From (2.2), (4.10) and (4.11), we obtainZ�D j!j2 � 1 � 2Rand ZG j!j2 � 1 � Z 1R0 dR Z�D j!j2 � 1 =1whih ontradits the L2-assumption. q.e.d.Remark. The above result is not the most general one that an be obtainedwith our method. It just has been seleted to demonstrate the typial featuresof our approah. In the same manner, we may obtain orresponding resultsfor SO(m;n) and Sp(m;n). 18
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